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t’s 4:30 P.M., early December 2004, and a caravan of Humvees rumbles out of Camp Victory
carrying Staff Sergeant Jeffrey S. Sarver and his
team of bomb-squad technicians from the U.S.
Army’s 788th Ordnance Company. As Sarver’s
team bounces down Victory’s rutted roads, the
convoy passes a helipad where Chinooks, Black

Hawks and Apaches thump in and out, some of
them armed with laser-guided missiles and 30millimeter cannons that fire fist-size shells. Sarver
sees the Bradley and Abrams tanks sitting in neat
rows, like cars at a dealership, their depleteduranium bumpers aligned with precision. All that
lethal hardware is parked, more or less useless
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Sarver (above) takes the long, lonely walk downrange to defuse an improvised explosive device, known in this war as an IED, while an Army
Ranger watches his back. Right, from top: Sarver, Williams and Millward, part of the Badass Baghdad Bomb Squad (their words). During their
six-month tour, which ended in January 2005, these three soldiers are believed to have “rendered safe” more IEDs than any other explosiveordnance-disposal team since combat operations in Iraq began. They may have saved hundreds of lives.

against the Iraqi insurgency’s main weapon in this phase of the
war: improvised explosive devices made from artillery shells, ninevolt batteries and electrical tape—what the troops call IEDs.
As they leave the front gate, Sarver is in high spirits. He grabs
the radio and sings out in his West Virginia twang, “Hey, ah, do
you want to be the dirty old man or the cute young boy?”
“I’ll be the boy,” comes the
It is a job so response with a laugh. It’s
junior team member,
dangerous that Sarver’s
Specialist Jonathan Williams.
bomb techs are “Okay, cute boy. This is
old man, over.”
five times more dirty
“Roger, ol’ man. We’re en
likely to die in route to the ah-ee-dee.”
Iraq than all Turning onto a main road,
busiest bomb squad in Iraq
other soldiers in the
enters Baghdad—a massive
the theater. city, filthy and foul-smelling,
teeming with life despite two
decades of war—and the caravan blasts down its highways, jumping curbs on the side streets, pushing through traffic like VIPs. The
lead Humvee driver leans on the horn, and his gunner in the .50caliber machine gun turret shouts, “Imshee, imshee, imshee! Go
away, go away, go away!” his finger ready on the trigger if any car
violates the cushion of space between them and anything Iraqi.
At last they arrive at an intersection where everything is still.
Here the city has stopped dead, pressing itself against roadblocks set up by a Ranger team, and traffic is backing up on
both sides of the busy crossroads. This is what the war in Iraq
looks like on most days: a traffic jam and a roadside bomb.
The war has stopped to wait for Sarver and his fellow techs,
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the 100- to 150-man counterforce in this theater, who are
specifically trained to handle the homemade bombs that now
account for more than half of American hostile deaths.
Sarver is out of his seat and moving fast, darting up to a cluster of Ranger officers. A little guy, just five-foot-eight in combat
boots, Sarver is a head shorter than the Rangers. His helmet
bobs at the level of their shoulders as he steps up and slaps one
of them on the back, saying, “What’s goin’ on boys? What have
we got here? Where’s the ah-ee-dee at?”
The Rangers point to a white plastic bag fluttering in the
breeze on the side of a dusty median, 300 meters downrange.
Sarver, 33, in wraparound shooting shades that make his
baby face look even younger, takes a second to consider the
possibilities: Is it real or a decoy to lure him into the kill zone of
a second bomb? Is it a hoax designed only to pull him into the
shooting range of a sniper? Is it wired to a mine or daisy-chained
to a series of IEDs? Is it wired at all or remote-controlled? Is
it on a mechanical timer ticking down? Wired in a collapsible
circuit that will trigger the explosion when he cuts it? He runs
back to his truck, a few inches of belly fat moving under his uniform. He keeps his time on the ground to a minimum because it
is impossible to tell whether that Iraqi in the dark suit with the
cell phone is calling his wife or transmitting Sarver’s position
to a sniper team. This is a job so dangerous that bomb techs
in Iraq are five times more likely to die than all other soldiers
in the theater.
He tells Specialist Williams and Sergeant Chris Millward to
break out the $150,000 Talon robot, which has articulating
plier grips and tanklike treads. The bot moves out under the
remote control of a military-grade laptop that Sergeant Millward
operates on the hood of the Humvee. It zips down to the bag
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and pulls it apart. Then it separates the shell from the electronics, or at least it appears to. Army protocol insists the area is
not safe until a human explosive-ordnance-disposal tech goes
downrange and sees the device with his own eyes. Sarver’s team
kneels in the dirt, working on his armor like squires attending
a knight. Soon he is strapped into an 80-pound bomb-protection envelope that will save his life if the blast is caused by
five pounds or less of explosives. As the men secure the straps,
Sarver looks down, impatient.
“Come on, man, let’s go,” Sarver says. “Let’s go.”
Williams seals Sarver in by inserting a clear visor over the
helmet. He taps his boss on the shoulder, and Sarver is off,
each step bringing him closer to a personal encounter with
a lethal machine. His world changes as he gets closer to the
bomb. At 10 feet out, the point of no return, he encounters
what he calls the Morbid Thrill. He feels a methlike surge of
adrenaline. In the helmet’s amplified speakers he hears his
heart thump and his breath rasp, and then he sees it up close,
the IED, an ancient artillery round wired to a blasting cap, half
hidden in the white plastic bag.
He grabs the cap and heads back toward the safety zone,
barely noticing a second white bag nearly out of his sight line
in a roadside gully. There is a moment now when he doesn’t
breathe. He can run for his life and hope to beat this secondary bomb, which an insurgent placed specifically to kill him as
he worked on the first one, or he can dive on it and take his
chances. He pitches himself into the dirt and reaches for the
blasting cap’s wire with shaky hands, the menu of possible outcomes running through his mind. He decides he has to act now;
there is no time for deliberation. He pulls it apart, pink wire by
pink wire, since all of Baghdad’s bombs seem to be wired with
discolored old Soviet detonation cord. Then he breathes.
When he removes his helmet he stands sweating, pale, his body
shaking from the rush. Williams and Millward run to help their
boss out of the suit. Sarver is giddy, asking for a beer, cracking
crude jokes about how close he came this time. “Can you smell the
poop? Can you see the stain? I think I shit my pants.”
Clear now, the area is reopened to traffic, and Team One
turns toward the base, speeding down Route Irish while
mosques broadcast the call to evening prayer. Soon it will
be dark, curfew time, and the bomb makers will be at home.
Sarver often wonders about these men. Would they shout
“Allah akbar ” (“God is great”) if he were splattered on their
streets? Are they political or just ex-soldiers in it for the
$25,000 bounty the insurgency has reputedly placed on the
heads of EOD techs—money to feed their kids, nothing personal? Back in Michigan his own son will turn eight in March.
Another child is on the way, brother or sister to Jared. He’ll
see them both when his tour ends—just 30 more days of a
six-month deployment that began that summer. That wasn’t so
bad. Thirty days not to get shot or blown into bits of DNA.
Then it comes to him again, the pep talk he gives himself
in the downtime between missions. As the Humvee rocks and
rattles down the road, Sarver stares out the window at the
Iraqi dusk gorgeously transformed by all the pollution into a
blazing sunset, and he plays it over again in his mind: This
is great. I love this place. If I keep going, I will have racked
up more IEDs and disarmed more bombs than any man in
the history of this war.

were first created. Starting in 1942, when Germany blitzed
London with time-delayed bombs, specially trained U.S. soldiers joined British officers who diagrammed the devices using
pencil sketches before they attempted to defuse them with
common tools. Many of these men died. During the Vietnam
war the job grew even more dangerous. Bomb techs learned
to unravel trip wires in the jungle, and they were called upon
to work in hospital operating rooms, helping surgeons remove
unexploded ordnance embedded in the bodies of wounded
GIs. Not until the war in Iraq did IEDs become “the enemy’s
weapon of choice,” in the words of Major General Martin
Dempsey, commander of the 1st Armored Division. Bomb
techs suddenly became indispensable.
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or Sarver, Baghdad was a proving ground, a place where
a bomb expert’s specialized skills would be crucial to the
success of Operation Iraqi Freedom II. “That’s all the
Army does all day, is go out on patrols looking for IEDs,” says
Sarver. “They got guys just sitting out there for hours in tanks
and Humvees, just waiting to get hit by an IED. This whole
war is about IEDs.”
In July 2004 orders came down that Sarver should put
together a team and head to An Najaf, a town 100 miles south
of Baghdad. As his partner, Sarver picked Williams, 26, a promising young tech just months out of training. Williams had been
among the 40 percent of enrollees to complete the EOD school
at Eglin Air Force Base in Florida. He wears round steel-framed
glasses, which give him a slightly bookish appearance, and he
comports himself with an easygoing manner, quick to smile and
laugh. “Hey, Williams, how would you like to go down with me
to Najaf, where we can drink some beers and relax?” Sarver said
one afternoon by the horseshoe pit. “It’ll be cool.”
When they arrived in August, the 11th Marine Expeditionary Unit was fighting some 2,000 insurgents under the command of Shiite cleric Muqtada al-Sadr in the Wadi Al Salam
cemetery. It is one of the holiest places in Shiite Islam, for
it adjoins the shrine of Imam Ali, son-in-law of the prophet
Muhammad, and is one of the world’s largest burial grounds,
with an estimated 5 million bodies interred in a vast network of
tombs and underground crypts three miles long and 1.8 miles
wide. The insurgents fired on the advancing marines from
positions behind the gravestones and tombs, many of which
were adorned with life-size photographs of the deceased. Several times while working, Sarver and the other men fighting
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ive months earlier, only weeks after he bagged his last
buck in the forests north of Fort McCoy, Wisconsin,
Sarver arrived in Iraq. He was excited to be there. During
his nine years as an EOD tech he’d been to Egypt, Bosnia and
Korea, but those were merely peacetime jobs, whereas this
was, as he says, a “full-on combat operation” that had the
entire United States military behind it. He had all the high-tech
equipment he could use: electronics to jam the insurgents’ celI
phones, which they use to detonate IEDs, the suit, the bot. It
was a long way from World War II, when bomb-disposal teams

The insurgents’ weapon of choice, circa 2004: a classic
Baghdad IED, constructed with a South African 155millimeter artillery round wired to a cordless phone, a
nine-volt battery and a timer from a washing machine.
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Anatomy of an explosion: The forced detonation of a Russian rocket-propelled grenade by an EOD team at Camp Victory, Baghdad, December
2004. The rocket was packed with C-4 explosives to control the detonation, creating a typical military explosion. Unlike HMEs (what EOD guys
call Hollywood movie explosions), with a fireball billowing gorgeous red flames into the sky, the conventional military explosion is ugly and dirty.
The most dangerous part of these explosions is overpressure, supercompressed gases that rush out from the blast at 13,000 miles an hour.
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squeezed off shots only to discover later that their bullets had
hit pictures of dead men. Little by little, American airpower
drove back al-Sadr’s militia, but as it retreated it left behind
a group of suicide fighters to defend the cemetery, which had
been booby-trapped with mines and rockets and IEDs.
While the main fighting force hung back a few hundred
yards, Sarver and Williams went in first with Marine EOD
techs. In three weeks of some of the heaviest action ever
experienced by bomb techs, they fought and worked amid the
tombs in 120-degree heat, sweating off pounds of body weight
every day. Each morning, Sarver and Williams returned to an
area of the cemetery that was particularly dense with IEDs.
They gained 10, 15 feet of ground at a time, as in some World
War I trench warfare, except they were disarming bombs as
mortars crashed down around them. Sarver worked freestyle
in An Najaf, off the book. There were no protocols to explain
how to disarm a ground-to-air missile that had been lashed to
the top of a palm tree while people were shooting at you. Often
they would get pinned down. The marines encouraged them
to press on, shouting, “Come on, man, run, run. They can’t
hit shit.” That wasn’t always the case. Sarver saw a private hit
and killed instantly by an 80-millimeter mortar that severed
his torso and blew it 20 feet away from his legs. “The poor
guy died because he’d been ordered to run into a wrecked-out
Humvee to retrieve a helmet,” Sarver says.
At the peak of the fighting, two black-robed militiamen armed
with AK-47s darted between the graves, taking potshots at
Sarver’s team as they were bent over trying to dig out an IED
buried in the ground. Sarver crawled to a rise that looked down
on the militiamen, and when they stood Sarver shot one of
them. When he wasn’t being shot at, Sarver worried about the
frag from the mortars exploding around him, scraps of metal

traveling at 2,700 feet per second, which would cut through
flesh and bone, searing the tissue in its flight path as it broke
through and came popping out the other side of what used to be
you. Even more than the frag, he feared overpressure, the wave
of supercompressed gases that expands from the center of a
blast. (All chemical explosions are solids turning into gases at a
very fast rate.) This compressed air comes at an unlucky bomb
tech at a force equal to 700 tons per square inch, traveling at
a speed of 13,000 miles an hour, a destructive storm that rips
through the suit, crushes the lungs and liquefies the brain; the
fire that follows will roar upward through the ventilation cracks
in his helmet and cook him inside. It’s possible to survive a
blast of overpressure if you’re far enough away from the detonation, and this has given rise to a strange debate in the EOD
community: Is it better to have your lungs full or empty if you’re
hit by overpressure from a distance? Each has its merits; a full
lung is less likely to rattle against the rib cage and be punctured, but it is also more likely to burst on impact. At an even
greater distance overpressure merely freezes your skin.
At night Bradleys fired their 25-millimeter cannons until
first light, and the boom-boom-boom made the tents billow
and flap. Next door in the medical tent, the moans of wounded
marines joined the sound of coalition artillery. “You couldn’t
sleep when the tanks were firing,” Sarver recalls, “and then
you’d see the Maverick missiles coming in from Harrier jets
miles away. They’d be rumbling overhead—grrrrrr—and at
night the afterburners would have flames spitting out, and you
could see these bombs—they’re 500 pounds each—bounce
as they hit the ground before they went boooooom! Oh man,
these bombs were huge.” The bombs destroyed the old tombs
and whoever might still be hiding in there with the dead.
(continued on page 148)
Mortuary Affairs hadn’t been
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BOMB SUIT—(continued from page 74)
Baghdad is a city of bombs—mines, artillery shells, grenades, dynamite—detonated by suicide or cell phones.
prepared for the bloodiness of the battle, and the dead marines were stored in
ice coolers, he says. Sarver recalls that
every time he went in there to grab a
Coke, he saw the face of a young private
nestled in the ice next to the sodas. “I
knew him. He was a really nice kid,” he
says, shaking his head.
Toward the end of the month in An
Najaf, Sarver and Williams were dismantling IEDs under heavy fire, and Williams began shaking, disoriented from
the severe 120-degree heat. Sarver sent
Williams back to the Humvee for water.
When Sarver made it back to the truck
uprange he found Williams prone in the
back of the Humvee.
“Williams, where’s the ﬁring device?”
Sarver asked.
“I left it back at the IEDs,” Williams
replied.
“Did you cut the wires?”
Williams stammered.
“Did you cut them? Did you cut them,
Williams?”

“Yeah.”
“Did you segregate them?”
“Yeah. But the mortars are getting
really close.”
“Did you put a charge on them?”
“No.”
“Why didn’t you put a fucking charge
on them? Now we have to go back and
blow them up!”
The two men were forced to go back to
the IEDs in order to put a charge on the
explosives and detonate them safely.
“How much time fuse are you using?”
“I put, uh….” Williams stammered
some more.
“Three feet!”
“Why are we yelling?”
“Because we’re getting shot at!”
Sarver never held the incident
against him. In fact, as they were
driving back to Baghdad, Sarver told
the younger man that he trusted him
and that there was no tech—not even
another team leader—he’d rather have
at his back. “You are going to be hot

shit one day, Williams, and one hell of
a leader,” he said.
Then he shared his private view of the
war. “Where else in the world do you
think you’re going to get to disarm ﬁve
or six IEDs in a day?” Sarver asked him.
Back in the States you would be lucky to
see an IED once every ﬁve years, he said,
so they may as well enjoy the opportunity to work while they had it. Plus, if the
pace continued, they might just end up
disarming more bombs than any team in
the war. That would be a better souvenir
than the memory of the private’s face
nestled in ice cubes.
The subject turned to their home lives,
and Sarver told Williams about his son:
“One cool dude. He’s like me, a hardheaded bastard. But he’s a stud.” Then,
ever the team leader, Sarver advised the
younger man on how to handle being
separated from his wife by the war. There
were ways to behave during those phone
calls home that would put a woman’s mind
to rest. “Ah-huh, okay,” Williams said.
“Sarver’s always trying to tell me how
to live my life,” Williams says later. “It’s
just funny. I mean, I’ll listen to him
when it comes to IEDs or being an EOD
tech, because he’s a great team leader.
But he’s telling me how I should talk to
my wife. And I’m like, ‘Jeff, you’re not
even married.’”

•
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“Kyle is part of my new fitness plan. He has a third less
fat than my regular boyfriend.”

All EOD techs start their training at a
school in Eglin Air Force Base in Florida.
The Army looks for volunteers who are
conﬁdent, forthright, comfortable under
extreme pressure and emotionally stable.
To get into the training program, a prospective tech ﬁrst needs a high score on
the mechanical-aptitude portion of the
armed forces exam. Once the school
begins, candidates are gradually winnowed out over six months of training,
and only 40 percent will graduate. “We
have not yet cracked the code on what
makes a great EOD tech. There is no
textbook answer to the question of how
to be a team leader,” says Staff Sergeant
Major Matthew Hughs, the commander
of Eglin’s bomb school. “The only way to
ﬁnd out if a man has the right qualities
is to put him in the ﬁeld, in the situation,
and see how he does. You can simulate it,
but the simulation will never be as tough
as the real thing.”
When Sarver was six years old his dad,
a carpenter, took him hunting for the
ﬁrst time. They left the trailer park near
Huntington, West Virginia and went into
the forest. Dad showed him how to be
alone, how to be self-sufficient. If you
were willing to bear the isolation of waiting for hours in a thicket, you could catch
an animal in its natural grace, a ﬂash of
fur, muscle and hoof. His mother never
understood him, Sarver says. She always
wanted to take him shopping, to visit relatives and socialize. “Sorry, Mom,” he’d
say, “I just don’t have the gay gene.”
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As Sarver got older he was introduced
to more intense encounters: how a coyote, its hind leg caught in a trap, would
scream and howl, then ﬁnally whimper in
a voice that sounded like an infant’s; or
how a 200-pound buck shot in the sweet
spot above its shoulder would shiver, fall
to its knees and lie panting, its last hot
death breaths melting the snow. Sarver
fell for all of it. He spent his free time
hunting, and when he wasn’t hunting he
pored over hunting catalogs, and when
his family moved to Ohio Sarver discovered new hunting grounds.
He ﬁnished high school and worked
in construction for a few months before
joining the Army at the age of 19. Later
he signed up for the Rangers. That was
cool at ﬁrst. The legendarily tough entry
requirements were a cakewalk after a
childhood spent tracking coyotes. He did
the whole gung-ho routine—he jumped
out of airplanes, marched for 12 miles
in full battle rattle, got in bar fights,
punching until he hit bone, scarring his
knuckles—and proved himself to be an
excellent soldier, a natural. But in a year
Sarver soured on the Rangers. He came
to hate the long marches with 100 other
guys on a trek to nowhere, just to train
as a group. Despite the Ranger Creed,
Sarver never got over the feeling that
he was just another gloriﬁed grunt. This
suspicion was solidiﬁed when he was sent
to Central America on a hush-hush mission that escalated into a disastrous jungle ﬁreﬁght. Sarver took an AK-47 round
in the hip. The medic cleaned the wound
by twisting his ﬁnger in the bullet hole,
shot him full of morphine, then sent him
back to the ﬁght. After that Sarver quit
the Rangers, figuring anything would
be better than mindless groupthink. He
volunteered for EOD, where brains mattered more than biceps; plus these guys
didn’t march, they traveled in trucks. He
proved to be suited to the job.
Sarver showed an intuitive grasp of
engineering and with a quick glance could
suss out the architecture of any bomb.
This was evident even in training sessions,
when the techs built their own bombs to
practice with. Instead of the shoe boxes
with basic triggers that the other techs
built, Sarver’s mock IED consisted of a
monitor hookup, remote cameras, an
array of motion detectors and multiple
triggers linked by collapsible circuits so
that if one were cut the others would
deploy. “If I put that in a room, nobody
could beat it,” he says. “It’s the ultimate
IED.” More important, Sarver proved
that he could work on bombs without
becoming bogged down by fear.
To Sarver EOD offered an inﬁnite number of challenges—man-versus-materials
moments when he would go down on a
bomb and everything else would fall away,
the Morbid Thrill. There were times, in
fact—as when he was in Egypt disarming unexploded ordnance from the ArabIsraeli wars—when he understood that

each bomb has a fascinating and dangerous allure: It has strengths and weaknesses
like any adversary, and there is beauty
to be found in a well-constructed killing
machine. There were times when he felt
bomb work was better—far better—than
hunting. The only problem with the job:
There weren’t that many bombs to disarm, and it could be hellishly slow going
between deployments.

•

In September 2004 Sarver and Williams
were back in Baghdad, where the situation had deteriorated even further. At
this point in the war, the U.S. Army had
pretty much hunkered down, hemmed
in by an invisible insurgency that relied
on small arms and improvised explosive
devices. Every day a small part of this
huge operation was sent into the streets
of Baghdad to look for IEDs, which had
also killed countless Iraqi civilians—we
don’t count them, and neither does the
interim government—as well as more
than 200 American soldiers, sailors and
marines. While it was hell on the Iraqis,
it was heaven for the EOD techs.
Baghdad, bombed twice from above,
erupts beneath the feet of its conquerors
several times a day. It is a city of bombs—
mines, artillery shells, grenades, dynamite,
cordite—exploding by suicidal transport
or remotely held wireless phones, spreading blood and body parts, leaving a signature of black, greasy smoke curling
above the carnage. This is a modern city
of nearly 6 million, almost the same population as Hong Kong’s but spread over a
metropolitan area of 81 square miles. It
is a major urban center by any standard,
but more to the point it is Iraq’s capital,
with ofﬁce towers and mosques, highways
and trafﬁc circles, middle-class neighborhoods like Mansur and slums whose markets draw pedestrians by the thousands at
midday. With the rise of the insurgency,
these features of a modern metropolis
have been transformed into opportunities and platforms for killing Americans.
From tall buildings and mosques, snipers watch and wait for passing patrols.
The trafﬁc on the roads gives cover to car
bombers, who merely have to pull alongside your Humvee and wave hello. In the
slums people bury bombs in the dirt roads
among the garbage, in the concrete medians of the highways and in the bodies of
roadkill, while the street dogs bark and
never seem to stop.
These bombs are created from a vast
supply of explosives left over from a
dictatorship that poured its riches into
military hardware. Saddam Hussein
even stockpiled missiles that couldn’t
be launched, and they collected rust on
the ground, waiting for this opportunity.
After a war with Iran, Kurdish uprisings
and two invasions by the United States,
Iraqi soil has become a repository for
every weapons system on the market.
In the ground are an estimated 10 mil-
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lion land mines—if Baghdad is a city of
bombs, Iraq is a nation of mines—making it one of the most heavily mined areas
on the planet. Even if the U.S. Army
sealed the borders today, there would be
enough explosives loose in Iraq to sustain the insurgency for several decades.
All this has taken the U.S. military by
surprise. The protocol for suspected IEDs
calls for securing a 300-meter perimeter
around the bomb. No soldier goes near
it and nothing can happen until the EOD
arrives and takes control of the scene.
The problem is there are only about 150
trained Army EOD techs in Iraq, a reﬂection of the fact that, until this war, bomb
work was never considered a major duty
of the nation’s ﬁghting forces. The Army
is scrambling to add more techs. Plans are
in the works to activate a total of 1,400
techs in the next four years by somehow
convincing soldiers to join what may be
the most dangerous unit in the armed
forces for an extra $150 a month in
“demolition pay.” In the meantime U.S.
generals have announced a Manhattan
Project–like effort to combat IEDs and
perhaps come up with a better day-today solution than having troops shoot at
them, which is known as “recon by ﬁre.”
This almost never works out and in most
cases renders the unexploded bomb that
much harder to defuse.

•

As summer turned to fall in Baghdad,
Sarver and Williams worked 48-hour
shifts, taking only a day off between runs

into the city. The days blurred. Either it
was morning or night, either you were
driving out from the base or coming
home, either the bomb was in a pile of
garbage or in the carcass of a dead dog
or on the side of the road, and either
you disarmed it or, if you were too late,
there would be bodies or brains on the
backseat of a truck. The incidents always
started the same way, with Sarver jumping out of the truck and joshing with the
soldiers on the ground—the lewd, crude
ball of energy. Then he would go down
on the bomb alone and feel the Morbid
Thrill. Then he’d come back uprange,
glowing from the rush, only to learn that
command wanted him to get back in his
truck and drive to a new intersection
where another bomb was waiting.
By September, intelligence estimates put
the number of bomb makers in Baghdad
at somewhere between ﬁve and 50, but as
one expert said, “the skill set was spreading.” How else to explain the daily rise in
the intensity of the campaign? Sarver followed these intelligence reports closely,
and he tried to help by passing along the
bomb circuitry he collected on his missions.
After coming back to the base from a day
in the ﬁeld, he would sort the bits of wiring
he’d picked up on Baghdad’s streets and
place them in neatly labeled plastic bags,
which would eventually be sent to the
FBI for analysis. In these devices Sarver
could read the history of the insurgency
as it grew in ferocity and sophistication.
When he ﬁrst landed in Iraq the bombs he
encountered were rudimentary: a blasting

cap and shell connected by a command
wire to an insurgent with a button. Now
they were progressing to more lethal,
wireless designs, incorporating modiﬁed
car alarms, pagers and wireless phones
for remote detonation. Still, the insurgents
were far from fully exploiting the available
technology. He predicts they will turn to
remote motion sensors, pressure sensors,
heat sensors and light sensors, all of which
they will use to increase the body count.
After every shift, Sarver comes back to
the base and paints a little bomb stencil
on the door of his Humvee to keep track
of his numbers. “How many you got
now?” asks Staff Sergeant Kelsey Hendrickson, a tall, bald, strapping 26-yearold tech. Sarver tells him 120 IEDs and
four vehicle-borne IEDs—car bombs.
“Man, I hate the car bombs,” Hendrickson says. “They’re the worst.”
“I’ll take ’em. Give ’em to me.”
“You can have them.” Hendrickson
lights a cigarette. “Who cares, anyway?
It’s not like you get a special prize for
disarming x number of IEDs, you know.
They don’t put a patch with a number on
it on your uniform.”
“But I’ll know,” Sarver says.
Sarver, a loner by nature, dips in and
out of the roughhousing Southern-boy
frat house of the 788th’s social life. For
the other guys it is the only way to blow
off steam. “You need an escape,” one
tech tells me. “The last thing you want to
do is come back and sit around thinking
about what you just did, because then
you’ll go crazy. As long as you don’t get
contemplative, you’re all right.” Sarver
takes his meals alone. When it’s time to
go to the gym and the guys are all guzzling protein shakes and getting ready
to lift heavy, they don’t even bother to
ask him anymore.
“I’m saving my energy for IEDs,”
he’ll say.

•
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“I’m used to being around celebrities. That’s something you
develop as a stalker.”

By October Sarver and Williams had disarmed 160 IEDs. The insurgency began
targeting Iraqi civilians. One day Sarver’s
team was called out on two IEDs, but one
went off before Team One reached it,
and it killed an Iraqi family driving by in
a pickup truck—father, mother, daughter and a sheep tethered in the ﬂatbed.
“If we had stopped, it could have been
the starting point of an ambush because
we didn’t have the trucks to secure it. On
the other hand, it really bothers me that
a kid got killed inside that truck,” Sarver
says. “That was a catastrophic kill. There
was brains all through the truck—that
gray matter. Nobody survived.”
That night Sarver went back to his
trailer, which he shares with Williams.
Sarver has divided the room with a
wall of lockers, squeezing Williams into
a corner. “You don’t need the space,”
he declared, pulling seniority. All Williams has on his side are pictures of his
family and his EOD certiﬁcate. Sarver
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has decorated his considerably larger
wall space like a command center, with
photographs of classic IEDs, schematic
drawings of fuses and maps of Baghdad
showing the locations of major installations. His computer screen saver is an
image of a bomb tech in Ireland taking the lonely walk downrange. Sarver
keeps recovered bomb parts in a box
by his bed. He keeps pictures of his
son and his new girlfriend in his desk
drawer, under bits and pieces of IEDs.
Sarver would take out the photos if anybody asked to see them, but he wouldn’t
volunteer them.
In December, with only a month left
in the tour, Sarver and the other techs
feel the stress pile up. The last 30 days
are the most dangerous time. Even
under the best conditions EOD is one of
the most dangerous jobs in the military,
but the chances of dying grow especially
high in the last month, when fatigue,
distraction and homesickness can dull
a soldier’s instincts. “You zig when the
bomber zags” is how Sarver describes the
kind of mental mistake that can lead to
death. Staff Sergeant Michael Sutter, an
experienced tech and a close friend of
Sarver’s, zigged at the wrong time and
died in the ﬁeld the day after Christmas
2003, his last scheduled day on duty. Staff
Sergeant Kimberly Voelz was laid open
on the side of the road by a bomb that
had been duct-taped to a telephone pole,
and she survived long enough to make it
home and die in her husband’s arms.
In the second week of December,
on a rare call when a colonel is in the
ﬁeld, Sarver’s team travels to a location
in downtown Baghdad. A hundred feet
away is a rebar house with a high cement
wall and a satellite dish, typical Baghdad
styling—a dull, putty-colored job like
everything else in Baghdad, a whole city
in earth tones and faded yellows, with
beat-up shitty cars, a once modern, shiny
place now banged up and dirty.
Team One attempts to disarm the IED
with a robot, but it doesn’t work and
Sarver has to take the long walk by himself. Millward seals him into the bomb
suit, which makes him look like a cross
between the Michelin Man and a hazmat
specialist. The only visible part of him is
his face; it is slightly distorted by the clear
acrylic visor of the helmet, but if you look
closely you can see he is smiling as he
walks down on the bomb and prepares to
face the ultimate fear. The rest of his face
is tight with terror—the wide nose, small
soft chin and large blue-green eyes, all
drawn in and back—except for the lips,
which are set in a cocky smile.
As he leaves the safety of the group,
thoughts of his family ﬂash at him. What
have I done bad? he thinks. Have I done
everything I should have done? Have I done
everything I can as an individual? Will my
family be okay if this bomb goes off? How different from my parents, married for 40 years.
My relationships have been big flops. So many

mistakes. If I learned from each one, shouldn’t
I be a Ph.D. by now?
As he approaches the bomb his mind
goes blank. “Everything shuts down
except for you and the device. I can hear
myself breathing.” His heart beats so loud
he can hear it in his helmet, overlaid with
the sound of the barking dogs; they all
sound so close they could be biting off his
ear. There is a radio receiver in the suit,
but it’s turned off to avoid sending stray
radio waves that could set off the IED. So
he is walking toward the bomb without
any communication with his team—cut
off, alone and in the open.
“When you get to 10 feet away from it,
you get comfortable because you are at
the point of no return,” he explains. “And
you look at it. Everything is shut off.”
This bomb sits beneath a pile of garbage,
the rusty metal cone poking out from
under a banana peel, under a mountain
of trash: rotting vegetables, plastic, tin
cans. Sarver puts his hands on the device,
an artillery shell containing 18 pounds of
explosives with a blasting cap cemented
in the nose. Rising from the cap is a pink
wire leading to a battery connected to a cell
phone. When the phone rings, it opens a
circuit that sends 1.5 volts of electricity—
less than the static charge on your drycleaning bag—to the blasting cap, which
then detonates the entire contraption.
He must separate the blasting cap
from the main charge, but it won’t come
out of the cement. Sarver reaches for his
knife and starts digging. He digs around
the wire, where there is no more than an

inch of space to work with, and he tries
desperately not to disturb the cap, which
can blow from even a hard jolt.
Sarver is digging with the knife, trying to lift out the cap. From 300 meters
away, he seems to be moving at hyperspeed, but inside the bomb helmet the
moments seem to be stretched, and
he feels as if he’s moving in superslow
motion. Finally the wire gives, the bomb
separates, it’s over, and he stands up. His
face is flushed, and his body shakes in
the aftermath of his adrenal hailstorm.
It’s clear that he’s tasted the incomparable rush of having disarmed a deadly
weapon—of having seen how easy and
real it would be to die—and lived. He
rejoices in the sensations of his existence:
the salty sweat falling in his eyes, the 80
pounds of weight on his back, the dogs
barking madly in his ear.
When Sarver is finished, the colonel, whose personal convoy had almost
been destroyed by the IED, comes up
to congratulate him. Sarver recognizes
him as one of the authors of the “recon
by ﬁre” tactic.
“Are you the crazy man in the bomb
suit?” the colonel asks.
“Yes, sir, that was me.”
“Look at that hero. America’s ﬁnest.
That is some good shit. Check that shit
out—all right, good job,” he says and
shakes Sarver’s hand. “I want a picture
with this man.”
Then Sarver begins to e xplain to
the colonel exactly how a bullet would
have failed to disarm the device. The

“The new bed’s arrived, Harry—it’s great!”
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colonel nods, makes no reply. Sarver
picks up the remains of the bomb to
illustrate the point.
“Hey, hey, hey,” says the colonel. “Don’t
be touching that thing around me.”
As he walks away, the colonel says to
his aide, “You wouldn’t catch me going
down on no fucking bomb.”

•

That night Camp Victory is dark, nearly
pitch-black. The Baghdad smog hides
the stars, and the lights are turned off to
avoid giving the enemy easy targets. It is
quiet in the camp, too; the sounds that
escape from individual trailers—music,
laughter—quickly lose volume in the
wide-open spaces, and Sarver, killing
time in his room, confronts thoughts of
home. “Not a day goes by that I don’t
think of my son,” he says. “I know that I
will not have the kind of relationship with
him that my dad had with me,” he adds
wistfully. Sarver’s dad wasn’t in the military, and military life is different, especially EOD. Separations and relationship
troubles are par for the course. “That’s
why they say EOD stands for ‘every one
divorced,’” Sarver says.
Taking a broom in hand, he sweeps the
day’s worth of sand out the front door of
his trailer, then wipes the ﬂoor clean with
a rag. “Believe it or not,” he says, “I’m
really going to miss this shithole.”

•

On Christmas Eve, with six days left in
his ﬁeld duties and 190 bombs painted
on his truck, Sarver is sent to assess the
damage caused by an oil-tanker-truck
bomb that has exploded in front of
the Moroccan embassy. By the time he
arrives, the only illumination is coming
from a ﬁre smoldering in the top of a
palm tree. The air, thick with debris,
smells wretched: sulfur, burned fuel
and human blood.
A family of ﬁve has been caught under
the rubble of one building, and the bodies are still inside as Sarver and his crew
examine the scene. A taxi driver who was
sitting in his car within the blast radius
has been taken away, but the vehicle
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remains, a charred hull still smoking, its
insides melted and wrecked, and bits of
the driver’s hip on the seat.
Sarver examines the site with the guys
from forensics, shining his flashlight in
the crater, 30 feet wide and 10 feet deep,
where there had been concrete and road.
He steps through the crunching glass
and bits of metal to the engine block and
looks at that for traces of explosives to see
whether the bomb was detonated remotely
or was the work of a suicide bomber.
Now he walks from the center of the
blast, his ﬂashlight beam illuminating the
progress of the destruction. At 40 paces
he walks through a completely blackened
expanse that gives way in another ﬁve
paces to a few visible shapes—a bit of concrete, part of a wall. Then come recognizable things, charred but not consumed,
and then ﬁnally just burned, the paint on
a gate blistered from the heat. Beyond
the gate, weird-looking chickens peck at
the dirt, their feathers burned off. Sarver
aims his light up into the branches of a
tree and finds an orange, perfect and
ripe. “This is where it ended,” he says,
then walks back to the center.
Sarver notices two well-dressed men
standing in the doorway of their home.
He approaches them. “I’m sorry this had
to happen to you,” he says.
“I’m sorry too,” says one of the men,
a Kuwaiti.
“Was anybody hurt?”
“My brother, next door. The glass fell
on him. But he’s okay.”
“I’m sorry. If you see anything hazardous, give us a call and we will come and
take it away for you.”
“Yes, thank you.” Then he shrugs and
tilts his head. “What can we do? What
can we do?”
Back at the base the men of Team One
and Team Two sink into the couch. They
tear into packages of Froot Loops and
add the bitter reconstituted Iraqi milk.
They talk about random cartoons and
movies with funny-sounding characters.
To emphasize a point, Millward imitates
Elmer Fudd and then tries an impression
of Daffy Duck that makes Williams laugh
so hard the milk dribbles down his cheek.

Williams and Millward keep gooﬁng off,
laughing and laughing, while Sarver,
ashen, leans against the wall, still lost in
what he has seen. “Them chickens is what
got me,” he says ﬁnally. “It was horrible
the way they had their feathers burnt.”
A tech who is walking by overhears
Sarver and asks, “Did the chickens smell
like barbecue?”
“No, man, they.…” Sarver shakes his
head and shrugs, as if he is unwilling or
unable to answer the question aimed to
poke fun at his softness. He pushes himself away from the wall, stands straight
for a moment, then leans back. He stands
there with his hunched shoulders, looking down at the floor. After a while he
gets up to leave, and on the way out he
ﬁnally says, “By the way, it’s Christmas
Eve, so merry fucking Christmas.”
Christmas comes and passes without
celebration; then it is time to go. Before
he leaves Iraq, Sarver tallies his bombs
one last time. The number is 208. Every
bomb he defused meant an Iraqi or an
American didn’t die that day. How many
lives has he saved? The number could be
anywhere from dozens to several hundred people. This does not go unnoticed by Army brass. In his After Action
Report, the commander of the 788th
Ordnance Company (EOD), Captain
Christopher Wilson, notes that Sarver’s
team “was engaged by enemy militia on
almost every mission” and in the end
had “rendered safe the largest number
of IEDs that were disarmed by any one
team since operations began in Iraq.”
On a C-130 en route to Wisconsin,
ﬂying for the last time over Camp Victory and the unending parking lots of
machinery, Staff Sergeant Sarver is ofﬁcially a hero. Nestled in the pocket of his
shirt is a Bronze Star.

•

In late January the company lands in
Wisconsin, nine days before Iraq holds its
national elections. The men quickly ﬁnd
that the town next to their base in Fort
McCoy—Sparta, Wisconsin, population
8,727—is just as dull as when they left it:
shopping malls and bars and fast food.
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At night Sparta shuts down, especially
beyond the main road, where the farmland, much of it Amish, stretches out for
miles of open countryside with only cows
and silos and ﬂat, straight roads all the
way to St. Paul, Minnesota. In the woods
the ground is covered with several feet of
snow, but the men do not pile into a car
and go camping in the powder.
Nor do they wish to linger at homecoming parties down at the local tavern, not after all that time rubbing up
against one another in Iraq. They split
up, each to his own. Williams rushes
home to his wife and two boys, one
of whom is already “a little terrorist.”
Sarver returns to his modest rented
one-bedroom five minutes from the
main road in Sparta.
He finds the place just as he left it,
undisturbed by trespassers or visitors.
None of his 100 rifles, shotguns and
handguns have been moved from the
three gun cabinets, the largest of which
blocks the entrance to the front door,
forcing him to use the side entrance.
The living room also looks fine, still
crowded with animal mounts—a pheasant, a fox, a beaver and a deer head, all
hung on the wall and positioned with
their eyes turned away from the couch
so Sarver can sit there and admire the
lush fur and brilliant feathers without
being confronted by their staring eyes.
Which is what he does. He sits on the
couch, checks out his mounts, orders
pizza and watches TV.
Then—as always, keeping his position
ﬂuid, not spending too much time in one
place—he goes off on a hunting trip, a
spree that leads to his killing dozens of
animals and storing up enough meat
to make him self-sufﬁcient for a year. “I
take pride in providing for myself,” he
says. The hunting trips may have had
another purpose as well: They’ve used
up his vacation time, and he will not be
seeing his son right away.
One night he calls Williams and invites
him to come out for a beer. “Come on,
man, you have to,” he says, but Williams
begs off, citing obligations to his kids
and wife. So Sarver calls another tech,
a younger guy, and he agrees to knock
back a few cold ones.
Sarver settles back on his bar stool
and tells his friend how much he misses
Iraq. More beers are ordered—it’s now
going on two cases—and Sarver is feeling lively again. “Baghdad was a blast,”
he says, the best time of his life. “Where
else can you wake up in the morning
and say, ‘Okay, God, what are you going
to give me?’ Where else can I spend the
morning taking apart an IED and in the
afternoon drive down the road with 200
pounds of explosives in my truck, blowing up car bombs and trucks? I love all
that stuff. Anything that goes boom. It’s
addictive. The thump, the boom—I love
it. It’s like the moth to the bright white
light for me.”

As the beers flow and Sarver gets a
little sloppy, his posture slackens and
the emotions come more readily to the
surface of his face, softening it. He says
he will be missing his second kid’s birth
because he used up so much time hunting. He doesn’t want to ask another guy
to sub for him. “I’ll never hear the end
of it from those guys,” he says, and perhaps he is right, for already they are
mocking ol’ Sarver for sowing his seed
and warning him that he will soon be
besieged by crying infants. They say
he’ll have to move across the state line
just to find a little peace and a fresh
batch of women to love and leave. He is
now not even sure if the thing with the
new girlfriend, the one who’s having his
baby, will work out after all. “That’s up
in the air right now,” he says.
“Have you told her yet that you’re
gonna miss the birth?”
“I’m going to have to sit with her
tomorrow and tell her.”
“Well, I guess it’s good for you,” says
the buddy.
“Yes, it is,” Sarver says as he gets up to
go to the bathroom.
“Fuck it,” he says when he comes back.
Then, slamming another beer, he adds
that he needs to transfer to another
unit so he can get back into the theater
quickly. “I need to get back to Iraq.”
The next day he goes to work with
a massive hangover and has to tackle a
mountain of papers. This is his life now:
ﬁlling out forms, answering to civilians,
killing time. Only once in a month does
he have to take the bomb suit out of the
truck, when a family calls, having found
an old pineapple grenade from World
War II in their dead grandfather’s trunk.
The job is so easy it’s ridiculous; it’s a
PUCA (pick up and carry away), and
Sarver scoops up the old grenade and
doesn’t even bother to try to find the
challenge in it because there is just none
to be found.
A few weeks later, Sarver receives
an e-mail. Back in Iraq, the new Team
Three was hit with an IED. The team
leader was killed instantly.
Finally a day off arrives. Hunting season is over, and there are no pineapple
grenades to pick up. Sarver decides to
visit his family; he drives to Ohio and
spends an evening with his father. Then
he goes to his ex-girlfriend’s house in
Michigan to see his son, Jared. After
hugging them, he’s hit with a wave of
emotion, and he excuses himself to take
a moment alone on the front porch.
Sarver sits down and takes a deep
breath. He looks out into the calm Michigan evening, in the nation he has sworn
to protect, where there are no IEDs to
harm his son. Then Staff Sergeant Jeffrey
S. Sarver, the best bomb tech in Baghdad, puts his head in his hands, and for
two hours straight he cries.
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